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Abstract
This paper aims at presenting and proving two fact-ndings after ＂Earth Endogenous 
System＂ (15 May 2013; hereafter the EES).  The high light is two mathematical proofs of E1 
to E4 in section 3 and NE1 to NE4 in section 4.  It implies no inconsistency between geo-
metrical and mathematical.  Two fact-ndings are:  (1) The real rate of prots/returns is zero, 
RRR=0, using hyperbola in the two dimensions.  (2) Stop macro-inequality is in reality under 
perfect competition and immediately leads to effective increase in the wage rate.  These two 
fact-ndings are consistent with the author＇s money-neutrality (Int Adv Econ Res 16: 282–
296, 2010).  This paper examines money-neutral, by using the ten year debt yield, money 
supply, and the exchange rate, by country; based on the KEWT database.  Further, the two 
dimensions consistently match Iyonoishi＇s ve/six dimensional original discoveries beyond 
space and time.
Explanation and implication of (1):  The real rate of return equal to zero, RRR=0, expresses 
that net investment qualied coefcient, β* , reduces to zero at convergence and under the 
endogenous-equilibrium.  This fact implies that the growth rate of nominal GDP equals the 
rate of ination/deation.  Further once the rate of technological progress, g iA FLOW( ) = −( )1 β , 
is measured, as many as equations are measured solely using seven endogenous parameters. 
Seven endogenous parameters reduce the exogenous Phelps coefcient to the endogenous 
Phelps coefcient.  As a result, the valuation ratio expresses the qualitative level of equilib-
rium.  Further three parameters, the relative share of capital, the rate of change in population, 
and net investment qualied coefcient, β, respectively control the rate of return and the 
growth rate of output.  These facts are simultaneously connected with (2).
Explanation and implication of (2):  Stop macro-inequality in reality expresses that β*  is 
independent of national taste, preferences, and culture.  β*  and national preferences are 
compatible and harmonized even in the global economies in the world.  This fact implies that 
any country could enjoy national taste/preferences and increase consumption without 
decreasing the wage rate and with increasing employment.
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The above facts are proved using the KEWT Short series 8.14 database, 1960/90 to 
2010/12 by sector (Total, G, and PRI; the government and private sectors just before tax 
redistribution), where national disposable income, Y C S W= + = + Π , holds as better sur-
rogate for GDP.  This paper attaches two table series:  One is for money-neutrality, 
r ryrs DEBT10
*/( ) and e eUS US( ) ( )/ * , where e e r rUS US US( ) ( ) ( )= + −( )* * * , holds and also for the speed 
years for convergence, 1 / *λ , and the valuation ratio, v r r g V KY* * * * * */ /= ( ) =− .  Here 
λ α δ* *= −( ) + −( ) ( )1 1 0n gE A FLOW  holds yet reduces to λ α* *= −( ) +( )( )1 n gE A FLOW , on a time-
point of transitional path, as shown by using recursive programming by year in the KEWT.
The KEWT Short 8.14, 1990–2012, differs from the KEWT Short 6.12/7.13, 1990/2010/11, 
that uses the rate of unemployment as the last means for the endogenous-equilibrium.  The 
KEWT Short 8.14, 1990–2012, and 9.15, 1990–2013, contrarily, uses the rate of 
unemployment=zero or full-employment.  Readers and researchers are able to compare the 
above differences by country, year and over years.  The KEWT Short 8.14 and 9.15 respec-
tively satisfy necessary and sufcient conditions for the endogenous-equilibrium perfectly 
without any exception among 86 countries.  Nevertheless, there are much differences of 
qualitative level of purely endogenous in the speed years.  For example, Norway and Canada 
are most sustainable and many emerging countries uctuate rapidly and suddenly.  This is 
mostly because decit=zero is most effective and efcient wholly in the endogenous system. 
This is the decit-neutrality.  Many emerging countries suffer from stable sustainability. 
Their direct cause=result is such that the dynamic balance between the G and the PRI sectors 
is inclined to be either the G sector-oriented or the PRI sector-oriented.  Tables, S-1 to S-5, 
clarify this cause at once, particularly in Table S-5.
A sister paper tests that marginal productivity of capital equals the rate of return and, 
marginal productivity of labor equals the wage rate, MPK=r and MPL=w, when the relative 
price level matches the macro-absolute price level of the market principle; p=P=1.0000000. 
This paper and the sister paper are wholly united consistently each other.
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after book publication.  Three sister papers each deepen key facts found in the above book 
and each prove new discoveries based on the key facts.  Three sister papers nd six new 
discoveries in the scientic world.  Six discoveries are wholly interrelated yet, each paper 
contains two discoveries derived from respective aspect.  Respective aspect or core are: (1) 
the author＇s neutrality of the nancial/market assets to the real assets; (2) the author＇s two-
dimension plain hyperbola that unites the scientic world with non-scientic world, consis-
tently relying on Iyonoishi＇s discoveries up-dated at natural science of physics and element 
chemistry, nano and macro; (3) the author＇s neutrality of technology to national taste, prefer-
ences, and culture, by country.  Three sister papers each aim at spinning unique cloth/
methodology more rigorously.  Three sister papers reinforce the woofs that bundle the warps 
designed for the market principle.  I am strongly conscious of a fact that my work＇s 99.95 % 
has been produced by my teachers, researchers, and accumulated literature.  Always I thank 
for the nature and also lucky bliss.
Rise questions and answers to key cores
One purpose of this paper is to extend the author＇s overwhelming money neutrality of the 
nancial/market assets to the real assets and to reinforce the last paper (Int Adv Econ Res 16: 
282–296, 2010), from an essential standpoint of the author＇s ＂Earth Endogenous System: To 
Answer the Current Unsolved Economic Problems＂ (lxvii+568, May 15, 2013).  The author 
here casts a question:  Does the Japanese economy recover by the rapid increase in monetary 
base so as to be comparable to the current level of the FRB at the end of April?  Financial 
policy of the Bank of Japan (BOP) now changes dramatically from steady to radical.  Inter-
national economists currently support Japan＇s political efforts to challenge for ＇ination target 
and getting out of deation.＇  Nevertheless they claim two common conditions; 1) domesti-
cally within a country and 2) under no intervention to the exchange-rate market.  This paper 
claries the whole essentials and mechanically proves the limit of nancial policy, by using 
the KEWT database, 1960/90–2010/11, for 86 countries by country and empirically extend-
ing the author＇s money neutrality over ten year debt yield, money supply, and the exchange 
rate.
The equation of ＇the nominal interest rate = the real interest rate + the ination rate＇ holds 
under the price-equilibrium or the market principles, since Irving, F. (1906, 1930) rst for-
mulated.  The author earlier afrmed this equation, as it holds if and only if the ination rate 
is externally given.  When this equation is expressed purely endogenously (with no assump-
tion and no externality), the real interest rate turns to the real rate of return, which is always 
zero, theoretically and empirically.  Here we need to distinguish ＇real＇ of the real interest rate 
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with ＇real＇ of the real assets.  The EES discovered that actual/statistics data exist always 
within a certain range of endogenous data, by country, sector, and year and over years and 
that the endogenous-equilibrium never contradicts the market principles and even reinforces 
the market principles.  Then, the real interest rate must be zero even in all the exogenous/
external models.  It implies that the nominal interest rate equals the ination rate, regardless 
of the character of the equation, endogenous and exogenous.  The literature actually perceives 
that the real interest rate is close to zero but, with no proof yet.
For the interest rate and rate of return analyses, this paper endogenously compares the total 
economy with the government (G) sector, where the movements of the private (PRI) sector 
are close to those of the total economy.  For empirical inspection, the author here compares 
the rate of return, the ination rate, and the real rate of return, with ten year debt yield Inter-
national Financial Statistics Yearbook, IMF, presents by year.  Resultant discoveries by 
sector, just before redistribution of disposable national income, are:  (1) The real rate of 
return is completely zero, where the ination rate equals the nominal rate of return.  Even if 
the endogenous-equilibrium becomes far from moderation, the real rate of return is extremely 
close to zero.  (2) The more negative the debt, the more negative the real rate of return at the 
G sector is, where the ination rate and the nominal rate of return move much more vividly 
and boldly than those at the total economy.  Even if the endogenous-equilibrium is far from 
its moderation, the real rate of return at the G sector is close to zero similarly to that of the 
total economy.  As a result, (3) market rates match endogenous rates and strictly prove the 
author＇s money neutrality.  Several Near-East countries have not the markets due to their 
culture, the above (1) and (2) surprisingly hold under no market.  It implies that the markets 
and no market solely conrm new discoveries.
The author rises following topics behind the rst question.  Firstly, it is a severe fact that 
＇actual = statistics = market principles＇ are inseparably united by bundling vertical goods and 
services, by country and under the price-equilibrium.  One afrms this fact but cannot prove 
the theoretical foundation wholly as a universal system.  Secondly, several questions speak 
for this fact:  a) Why has Japan fallen into long negative growth rates of GDP over years 
since assets- bubbles burst in 1990?  b) Does the current radical BOJ nancial policy function 
towards economic growth?  c) Does the current radical BOJ know indispensable limit of the 
central bank＇s nancial policy?  d) Why do all the scal, nancial, and market policies never 
produce better results for the last twenty years or more?  e) Does Japan fall into default soon 
after having a high level of interest rate caused by unstable balance of payments under 
weaker exchange rate?  And lastly, f) what are real assets-differences between Japan and the 
US while under similar level of ＇monetary base＇?
Essential difference between the price-equilibrium and the endogenous-equilibrium is 
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1. Introduction
This paper revisits purely endogenous system with no assumption, from the 
standpoint of before and after the publication of ＂Earth Endogenous System,＂ 
lxviii+568, 15 May 2013, published by Better Advances Press, Toronto (the EES, 
traced back to two ＇real＇ concepts of (1) ＇real＇ prevailing under the market principles and (2) 
＇real＇ of an endogenous rate of return based on the real assets.  Under the market principles, 
interest rates are externally given by ＇real rate=nominal rate－ination rate,＇ as claried by 
Fisher, I. (ibid.).  Endogenously, the ination/deation rate is measured as the horizontal 
asymptote of the rate of return function to net investment/net disposable national income, by 
sector (the G and PRI sectors and, the total economy as totally aggregated) and, under perfect 
competition measured in the endogenous system.  As a result, the lowest limit of interest rate 
is zero.  Paul Krugman (1998, 2008, and opinions of New York Times; the same, even June 
2013), contrarily stresses that parachute money-supply lowers the real interest rate and 
anticipates that close-to-zero real interest rate shall stimulate actual net investment.  Endog-
enously, however, the rate of return at the G sector falls into a severe native range due to 
huge decit by year, which causes crowding-out at the PRI sector.  It implies that scal and 
nancial policies have no power to growth recovery and that parachuted money-supply hope-
fully raises animal spirit or surprisingly extends ＇expectations＇ effect.
This paper, rst in the literature, proves ＇the real rate of return=0.＇  It implies the nominal 
rate solely corresponds with the ination, externally, exogenously, and endogenously.  Fur-
ther, this paper solves empirically how to avoid assets-bubbles using the valuation ratio, 
related to the endogenous Phelps coefcient.  Money neutrality maintains its everlasting yet, 
its qualitative results differ by country.  Qualitatively, the differences are reected on the 
sustainability or robustness of the real assets.  For example, the US real assets are much more 
robust than those in Japan.  The differences are decisive.  A fundamental reason is the accu-
mulation of decits and debts over years in Japan since 1991 when government saving turned 
negative.  The difference of the nominal rate of return and the ten year debt yield typically 
shows the evidence that Japan has taken wrong policies for the last twenty years or more. 
Theoretical essence was earlier explained by Samuelson (1942, 1976, with Salant, W. S.), 
and as proved in related chapters of the EES.  Answers to the current unsolved economic 
problems are typically expressed and solved in this paper, just like the sub-title of the book.
JEL Code: E44; E31; E43
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hereunder).  Processes and conclusions before and after remain the same.  This 
paper intends to express the same contents more understandably without using 
equations except for related equations for proving the author＇s new discovery after 
publication.
This paper steps into the non-scientic world.  The results are always the same 
since the negative and positive occur, solely caused by individual＇s different side. 
This paper extends the author＇s two-dimension plain hyperbola as the essence of 
the EES.  The extension is inherently supported by Iyonoishi＇s (46 page booklet, 
17 May 2013) published after her ＂Solve True Universe and Real Earth in 
Japanese.＂  The author, in a separate sister paper, sums up her new discovery cores 
yet, focuses geometry, topology, and philosophy that match the author＇s extension 
in this paper.  The author shows each paper＇s purpose and essence lying between 
two sister papers (see BOS C-1).
This paper shows rst the proof of the real rate of prots/returns = 0.  Second, 
shows the relationship between the growth rate of disposable national income and 
the real rate of prots/returns = 0.  Third, shows empirical inspection results of the 
author＇s money neutrality.  These three are interrelated and united harmoniously 
by country, despite of different preferences, culture, history, and technology by 
country.  The EES reinforces the woof of a cloth (recipient) of policy-oriented 
methodology, where the warp is fully supported by the market principle under the 
price-equilibrium.  This paper further strengthens the woof, inherently supported 
by Iyonoishi new discoveries.  Two-dimension hyperbola of the EES perfectly 
matches her whole versions.  Statistics data are always within a certain range of 
endogenous data.  Positive and negative are always co-exist.  Even David Hume＇s 
(1752) money neutrality is interpreted correctly and accurately.
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2. Independency between national taste & consumption and  
technological progress, stopping macro-equality
Preliminarily the author touches the relationship between preferences and tech-
nology.  The relationship expresses one of key cores of the EES so that readers 
may easily enter into the mechanics of the rate of return and the Phelps coefcient 
that follow soon later.  National taste and technological progress march together 
independently.  It implies that consumers＇ goods and producer＇s goods are pro-
duced independently and integrated into one sector model and system.  This sys-
tem differs from two-sector models in the literature.  What is the difference?
First of all, there are apparent differences between technological progress and 
Phelps, Edmund, S. (1961, 1965) golden rule.  All the models of the literature 
estimate partially endogenous rates of technological progress and under the market 
principles.  The EES measures a unique endogenous rate of technological progress 
by converting Solow＇s (1956) exogenous to endogenous based on a discrete Cobb-
Douglas production function.  Critical differences between demand and supply at 
the macro-economic reect endogenous results.  The market principles cannot 
disclose causes wholly, while the EES claries causes=results simultaneously. 
Fundamental cause is the accumulation of decit over years.  The rate of techno-
Two sister papers cover each other for the whole world on 28 June 2013
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logical progress is the product of the net investment to disposable national income 
Y and the net investment qualitative coefcient 1−( )β* .  And, both elements are 
measured by sector, just before tax redistribution.
As a result, Phelps golden rule is converted to endogenous from exogenous 
under the market principles.  Under the exogenous golden rule, the growth rate of 
GDP and the market rate of interest as a resultant rate of prots to capital are 
compared.  Nominal=real +ination/deation prevails.  Contrarily under the 
endogenous golden rule, the growth rate of Y is measured using the rate of tech-
nological progress.  The rate of return is measured using the capital-output ratio 
and the relative share of capital.  These parameters and variables are always con-
sistent by country, sector, and years, and over years as a whole system.  However, 
the rate of return=0 surprisingly extends exogenous and endogenous Phelps coef-
cients, as will be discussed below in detail.
3. Rate of return after excluding ination/deation is zero,  
consistently with Iyonoishi’s new discoveries
First let the author show new fact proved in this paper.  New fact: the rate of 
return at the convergence point of time is zero.  The author shows two proofs:  One 
BOX C-2 Preferences versus technology
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proof; inherently supported by Iyonoishi＇ (ibid.) new discoveries, as stated in the 
sister paper and the other proof; as an extension of the EES.  One proof; at the 
cross point of the horizontal asymptote and the hyperbola curve on the two-
dimension plain hyperbola.
The other proof holds on the author＇s two-dimension plain hyperbola, where 
four stationary quadrants are shown as static results after four quadrants rotated 
spirally (on Iyonoishi＇ proof).  Suppose:  The x axis shows the ratio of net invest-
ment to national disposable income after depreciation (capital consumption) and 
the y axis shows the rate of return.  The horizontal asymptote expresses the rate 
of endogenous ination/deation and the hyperbolic curve expresses the rate of 
return function to the net investment to endogenous national disposable income. 
These two ratios imply that maximum returns are realized at the minimum net 
investment:  The closer to the vertical asymptote the hyperbolic curve the higher 
the rate of return to net investment.  This phenomenon belongs to the extension of 
the EES.
Extended phenomenon is another expression of maximum returns/prots 
accepted in the literature under the market principles.  Enterprises after tax redis-
tribution are its objective.  Maximum prots are shown by parabola, but parabola 
does not need an origin of four quadrants and enjoys free space.  The literature 
sticks to the parabola, instead of hyperbola that requires four quadrants.
Nevertheless, the whole world proved by Iyonoishi (ibid.) overlaps the two-
dimension plain hyperbola.  Two ＇e＇ electron neutrinos exist on the origin of the x 
axis but one ＇e＇ is hidden.  One hidden electron ＇e＇ on the x axis connects the two-
dimension plain hyperbola (in the real, scientic world) with the spiritual (non-
scientic) world and integrates both worlds.  Iyonoishi calls it ＇Super Universe 
Integration Theory (SUIT),＇ where three dimensions spirally prevail anywhere.
In short, the author here conrms that Iyonishi new discoveries based on the 
SUIT connected the two-dimension plain hyperbola with zero- rate of return per-
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fectly.
Next, the author proves the extended phenomenon after the EES using endog-
enous equations.  This proof is a highlight of this paper and even claries that any 
equation in the EES is always consistent with numerous (thousands) equations 
conceivable as many as possible.  Prove that the rate of return reduces to zero. 
This is proved starting with the inverse of the speed years for convergence, 
* *λ α δ= −( ) + −( )1 1 0n gA .  At the convergence point of time, the relative share of 
capital, α, equals the diminishing returns to capital (DRC) coefcient, δ0.  Then, 
λ α δ* *= −( ) + −( )1 1 0n gA  reduces to λ α* *= −( ) +( )1 n gA .  This equation matches 
Robert Barro and Sala-i-Martin＇s (1995), except for the difference between endog-
enous and exogenous at the rate of technological progress.
The EES theoretically and empirically proves /* * *r i gY= ⋅( )( )α β , where the 
endogenous Phelps coefcient x is 
α
βi ⋅ * .  This coefcient, x
r
gY
≡
*
* , is obtained 
by using α = ⋅Ω r*  or r* = αΩ
 and accordingly, x i= ⋅( )α β/ * .  The growth rate 
of disposable national income per capita is shown by g iy
* * /= −( ) −( )1 1β α . 
Accordingly, the growth rate of output is shown by * *g g n nY y= +( ) +1 .
As an extension of Chapter 8 in the EES, the following E1 to E4 hold each as 
reduced form.
E1. β β
α
*
*
=
−( )
−( )
Ω 1
1
 or Ω =
−( )
−( )
β α
β
*
*
1
1
.  Or, β α β* *1 1−( ) = −( )Ω .
E2. β
α
*
=
⋅
−( ) + ⋅
Ω
Ω
i
i i1
 
holds under population L=const.  and accordingly, n=0 in
β α
α
*
*
*=
−( ) + +( )( )
−( ) + ⋅ +( )
Ω
Ω
n i n
i n
1 1
1 1
.  Thus E2 becomes reduced form.
E3. Inserting the capital-output ratio of E1 into E2, β
β α
β
α
β α
β
*
*
*
*
*
=
−( )
−( ) ⋅
−( ) + −( )
−( ) ⋅
1
1
1
1
1
i
i i
.
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E4. The LHS of E3 is β*  while the RHS of E3 is ββ β
*
* *
.
1
1 0000
−( ) + = .
As a result, β* .= 1 0000  or 1 0−( ) =β* .
The above four equations imply no growth due to 1 0−( ) =β*  and
 
g iA
* *
= −( ) =1 0β
g iA
* *
= −( ) =1 0β , when population L=const. and accordingly, n=0.  The EES shows 
the above results as a conclusion, yet without the above processes.  These four 
equations further imply that discrete endogenous reductions equal the results of 
partial derivative using the continuous case.1)  The same results exist between 
discrete and continuous.
4. From exogenous to endogenous ＇Phelps’ golden rule,  
cooperating and reinforcing the market principles
This section briey sums up the conclusion so as to prove various connections 
consistently.  Phelps (ibid.) golden rule determines the relationship between the 
rate of return and the growth rate, based on the market principles and accordingly, 
under the price-equilibrium.  In the case of exogenous, the rate of technological 
progress is given and the rate of return is determined at the nancial market.  In 
the case of endogenous, the rate of technological progress is rst of all determined 
by g iA
* *
= −( )1 β .  Accordingly, followed by the rate of return, and the growth rate 
of national disposable income Y, gY
*
.
Inherently supported by Iyonoishi new discoveries, the rate of return is zero, 
perfectly shown as above.  Also the rate of return is zero as the extension of the 
1)　Tinny differences between discrete and continuous:  The continuous case has one answer 
while the discrete case several answers at least.  Purely endogenous equation is able to 
extend as many equations as possible so that tinny difference such as 1.0000000000 versus 
1.0000000500 is calculated (in detail, see the differences between ＇three sorts of sigma＇ 
related to Sato (1981) in the sister paper of this paper).
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EES (see E1 to E4 above).  Then, the nominal rate of ination corresponds with 
the nominal rate of growth.2)  The relative share of capital α = Π / Y  is determined 
by α = ⋅Ω0 0r , where the capital-output ratio is Ω Ω Ω= =* 0  of endogenous Sato 
conservation law and, the rate of return is *r r r= = 0 , similarly to 
*r r r= = 0 .
As a result, the Phelps coefcient x reduces to x i= ⋅β* / Ω .  The author accu-
rately proves the Phelps coefcient, x i= ⋅β* / Ω , here as follows:
NE1. r
*
=
α
Ω .
NE2. g
i
n nY
*
*
=
−( )
−
+( ) +1
1
1
β
α .
NE3. Since population L is constant and n=0, g
i
Y
*
*
=
−( )
−
1
1
β
α
 , Ω =
−( )
−( )
β α
β
*
*
1
1
.
NE4. As a result, 
r
gY
*
*  reduces to 
α
βi ⋅ *  (in detail, see E1 to E4 above).
The diminishing returns to capital (DRC) coefcient δ0 is determined by 
B* * */= −( )1 β β  and Ω Ω Ω= =* 0 ; δ0 1= + ( )( )
LN
LN B
Ω*
* .  Thus, gY
*  is determined 
by the ratio of net investment to net national disposable income Y, i I Y= / , and 
the author＇s diminishing returns to capital (DRC) coefcient δ0; independently of 
r r r= = =* 0 0 .  It implies that the endogenous Phelps coefcient holds inherently 
supported by Iyonoishi (ibid.) new discoveries.  New discovery of r r r= = =* 0 0  
at the EES perfectly matches Iyonoishi new discoveries.  Note that i I Y= /  is 
related to the balance of payments to Y, bop BOP Y s i= = −/ ,3) where saving is 
2)　Consistency of the rate of ination/deation before and after new discoveries:  Before, 
r HA
r i
*
*− ( )  and after, HAr i*( ) , by one new discovery of r r= →
* 0 .
3)　The above Y is composed of the real assets.  Therefore Y is endogenously connected 
with the balance of payments BOP S I= −  and decit ∆D S IG G= −  by country, where →
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shown by s S Y= / .  In short, gY
*
 is determined by net investment and the rate of 
technological progress.
Supplement to the market principles: Under the market principles, the rate of 
return is replaced by the rate of interest externally in the nancial market.  The 
rate of ination is similarly by Consumers Price Index (CPI) externally.  Irving 
Fisher＇s (ibid.) equation, ＇nominal = real + ination/deation＇ holds anywhere 
beyond space and time.  Data obtained at the markets are always external and its 
causes are not given.  As a result, any model in the literature is composed of 
endogenous and exogenous or external and with assumptions as surrogate for 
equations.
Then, what is the condition for the exogenous Phelps coefcient to holds in the 
literature?  The condition is simple.  The above general form, x i= ⋅β* / Ω , 
answers at once.  Set x = 1 0.  in order to maintain r gY=
* .  The answer is Ω = ⋅i β*
Ω = ⋅i β* .  Phelps (ibid.) golden rule in the literature holds under Ω = ⋅i β* , even if the 
rate of technological progress is given externally.
5. Money neutrality of the nancial/market assets to the real assets 
and its qualitative level using externals of ten year debt yield,  
money supply, and the exchange rate by country
First, the author sums up the stream of the author＇s money neutrality, inherently 
supported by Iyonoishi＇s (ibid.) new discoveries just after the publication of the 
EES.  Second, the author historically and empirically describes the stream of neu-
→
the PRI sector is expressed by S I S I S IPRI PRI G G−( ) = −( ) − −( ) .  Suppose that the G sec-
tor is zero.  In this case S I S IPRI PRI−( ) = −( )  holds.  Suppose that decit is based on cash 
ows.  Real-assets decit exceptionally equals estimated decit that uses cash ow-in and 
-out only when decit is zero.  Why is it so?  This question is connected with several 
fundamental defects macroeconomics has not conquered.
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trality.  The author rst addresses the neutrality in Int. Adv. Econ. Res. 2010 16: 
282–296.  This stream has never changed before and after publication of the EES 
(15 May 2013).  The author nds one new discovery, technology-neutrality in a 
separate sister paper so that money neutrality is used in this paper (for simplicity, 
hereunder, neutrality).
First, extends the author＇s neutrality, inherently supported by Iyonoishi＇s new 
discoveries:  (1) The real world has the true world at the center of the real world. 
(2) The real world seemingly expresses inverse results but these inverse results 
solely occur by the difference of an individual stance.  The whole world always 
expresses the same results.  For example:  (1) Actual statistics data are always 
within a certain range of endogenous data since endogenous data are true and 
theoretical.  (2) In the case of the North Hemisphere, a typhoon rotates from left 
to right while in the case of South Hemisphere, a typhoon rotates from right to left.
The author＇s neutrality of the nancial/market assets to the real assets prevails 
anywhere beyond space and time; the real world, the true world, and the whole 
world that integrates both real and true worlds.  The real world is scientic as in 
the literature.  The real assets of the EES stay at the scientic world (for its strict-
ness, see BOX 1–3 in Chapter 1).  The real assets use money as numerical num-
bers, i.e., money by country with the exchange rate.  It implies that money is most 
easy unit to examine hypotheses among all the measures/units natural and social 
sciences use broadly.
Second, historical stream of the neutrality:  The scientic world has two ways 
naturally, neutrality-acceptance and neutrality-denial.  The scientic world changes 
and never repeats the same causes and effects, where dynamic balances are 
required.  Nevertheless, economists look for roles or rules as hypnoses.  Why is it 
possible?  This is because the scientic world has the non-scientic world at its 
center, where ＇center＇ is delicate something expressed by more than one word, 
since the whole world integrates the scientic with non-scientic worlds, spirally 
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beyond space and time.  As a result, for example, the real assets-based business 
cycle theory reects true cycle more easily than other biased business cycle theo-
ries.
Historically, David Hume (Of Money, 1752) afrmatively steps into money 
neutrality.  Technically, short-sighted money may be distinguished with long-
sighted money.  Spiritually, money itself is perfectly neutral to the real assets. 
David Hume (ibid.) is immediately connected with Iyonoishi＇s (ibid.) whole world 
that integrates the real and true worlds.  Positive and negative always coexist and 
nally be integrated.  The true world advocates positive neutrality, which locates 
at the above center of the real world.  Both worlds are compatible and integrated 
cooperatively.
N. Gregory Mankiw (26, Harvard University, May 2006) publishes ＇The Mac-
roeconomist as Scientist and Engineer,＇ on behalf of David Hume and compares 
Keynes Revolution with the Neoclassicists.  N. Gregory Mankiw (ibid.) advocates 
two ways, engineer＇s and scientist＇s.  His two ways stay at the real world.  Iyonoi-
shi thinks: Fibonacci number completes on 99+1=100.  The last 1 is expressed as 
Nature or God.  It is difcult for the current researchers to trace the source for the 
efforts of 99% and the inspiration of 1%.  1% must be what nature/God initiated 
to human.  Here the author stresses that the market principle functions similarly to 
Iyonoihi＇s (ibid) ＇consciousness＇ prevailing at scientic and non-scientic worlds.
Lastly, let the author empirically examine the neutrality by using the ten year 
debt yield, money supply, and the exchange rate, by country, available in the 
KEWT databases for 65 countries and three area averages, 1960–1990 to 
2010/2011.
For the nancial/market assets, the EES has analyzed (1) money-neutral indica-
tors or three sorts of money supply M2 to capital and output, where each inverse 
is the multiplier, (2) the difference between ten years debt yield and related endog-
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enous rates/ratios, and (3) a unique exchange rate-neutral indicator that claries 
that the exchange rate is completely neutral to the clue of the real assets.  Tables 
1 to 6 shows two tests, r rM yrs10( ) / *  and e eUS US( ) ( )*/ , where e e r rUS US US( )
*
( )
*
( )
*( )= + −
e e r rUS US US( )
*
( )
*
( )
*( )= + − ,4) for 65 countries and three area averages.  The exchange rate is surprisingly 
neutral to the real assets at almost all the countries.  Anyone cannot control the 
exchange rate by country.  The market principles are vertically alive forever.  The 
ten years debt yield differs, wholly depending on the level of debt.  The Phelps 
coefcient or its golden rule prevails by country.  Yet, the Phelps coefcient reects 
the qualitative level of the endogenous-equilibrium.  As a result, the rate of return 
suddenly uctuates and (often soon) recovers balances.
6. Endogenous equilibrium behind money neutrality, with its test
The EES has endogenous consistency among values and ratios in its whole 
system.  This consistency is extended to all the values and ratios made of the 
statistical data.  The above neutrality test is indispensably extended to the endog-
enous equilibrium test using two ratios, the speed years for convergence, speed =
1 / *λ , and the valuation ratio, v r r gY* * * */= −( ) .  These two ratios express equi-
librium inherently.  And that both the scientic world and the non-scientic world 
accept generally.  This fact is backed up by Iyonoishi (ibid.).
The two ratios are tested here using Tables 7 to 12.  The character of the valu-
ation ratio is similar to that of the exchange rate by country.  It implies that the 
4)　The exchange rate-neutral indicators are composed of the following ve, as shown in 
Notations of the EES:
F3–1. the exchange rate to the US (item ＇ae＇, in IFSY, IMF) divided by the relative growth 
rate of per capita output, e gUS y( ) / ** , where g g gy y y US** * */= ( ) .
F3–2. r rDEBT −
* .
F3–3. e e r rUS US US( )
*
( )
*
( )
*( )= + − .
F3–4. e e e e r rUS US US US US( ) ( )
*
( ) ( )
*
( )
*/ / ( )= + −( ) .
F3–5. e yUS( ) / ** , where y y y US** * */= ( ) .
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valuation ratio is tightly related to the exchange rate and the market.  No one 
controls the exchange continuously.  The valuation ratio reects the real assets 
severely.  Readers will understand the circumstances as an extension of the Phelps 
coefcient.  When the three parameters of α, /i I Y= , and β*  of the Phelps coef-
cient are modest, the market expresses its judge more favorably.
The character of the speed yeas for convergence differs, similarly to ten year 
debt yield to the real rate of return, r rM yrs10( ) / * .  It implies that the rate of return, 
exogenously and endogenously, is deeply involved in the essentials of the real 
assets.  The speed years are: Not only a direct measure of the endogenous equilib-
rium but also a whole typical indicator of the real assets.  Suppose: The speed 
years uctuate sharply.  This shock is required for the recovery of unstable equi-
librium.  After the shock, the speed years usually become stable and modest.  If it 
is not, some fundamental causes exist such as huge debt and extreme unbalances 
between the real assets.
7. Conclusions
The whole world completes theoretically and empirically by uniting two sets of 
discoveries; (Set 1) Iyonoishi＇s new discoveries and (Set 2) the author＇s two-
dimension plain hyperbola. (Set 1) universally presents fundamental new discover-
ies in the whole world composed of the scientic and non-scientic worlds. (Set 
2) The author＇s, she states, silver ratio (1:1.41421356, 2 ).  The key of (Set 1) is 
Pythagoras＇ x y z2 2 2+ = .  As a result, the golden ratio and silver ratio, oval and 
circle, two different right triangles are well spirally united.  Up to date, Iyonoishi 
has advocated that new equations such as x y z nn n n+ = ≥, where 3  are not 
required for Iyonoishi＇s (ibid.) new discoveries.  Iyonoishi will cite one set of 
equations formulated by Sano Chiharu (Theorem 1, 4p. and Theorem 2, 2p. of 17 
page booklet; Russian Academy of Sciences) as a starting point when she com-
pletes her structural stage.  Simultaneously, this paper proves the real rate of 
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return=0, as an extension of the EES and also instantly backed by Iyonoishi (ibid.) 
since two-dimension plain hyperbola shows the result after spiral rotation for four 
quadrants.
Let the author conclude the implication of the real rate of return=0 under the 
neutrality.  International competition for higher GDP and accordingly, endless 
inequality at macro level (except for social policies) will lose color.  GDP growth 
rate equals the rate of ination.  People by country become friendly and stable 
under the real rate of return=0.  Policy-makers easily deepen country＇s own culture 
and history and, people are happy free from meaningless competitions.  Human 
will come back, nearer to the Nature.  No assets-bubbles are expected when three 
parameters of the Phelps coefcient, /*x i= ⋅β Ω , are balanced and controlled in 
the scientic world.  It is not required for economists to establish new qualitative 
indicators over GDP.  The whole world harmonizes the scientic and non-scien-
tic worlds mildly.
Let us take into account the existence of sustainable society by country, rst 
from social science viewpoint and second, economic science.  Conclusively, both 
are wholly united but just for discussions.  A common target is continuous sustain-
ability by year and over years.  First, from social science viewpoint, suppose there 
exist suitable equations with various assumptions.  Then, there will no solution to 
solve problems by researchers, because the current society becomes complicated 
and moving instantly much more than the last century.  There seems to be no way 
how to unit various taste, preferences, culture, and history.  Second, from eco-
nomic science viewpoint, suppose there exist money and money is homogenous 
one degree.  Even if the Cobb-Douglas production function is used, there might 
be no way how to unit economic society, whose decision makers are human, 
greedy and full of desire for money, honor, and property.  Economics and econo-
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metrics each progress surprisingly month by month under severe researcher s＇ 
competitions.  This is reality, indeed.  No one can deny this fact.
Nevertheless, suppose that money is a unique existence in that its 
quality=quantity=1.0000000 or, the relative price=absolute price=1.0000000, 
where the rate of substitution=1.0000000 under perfect competition.  It implies; 
economic society holds with the real assets, regardless of the volume of nancial/
market assets and externals.  This is a Utopia economy, where full-employment 
under no ination/deation is in reality, as proved in the EES and the KEWT 
databases, by sector.  A Utopia economy has simultaneously characters such that 
reproducibility/duplicability, results=causes, geometrical=mathematical, and anal-
ogy in four quadrants in the two dimensions, regardless of linear and non-linear. 
A Utopia society realizes, because actual statistics data are always within a certain 
range of endogenous data in the KEWT databases, as evidenced repeatedly hith-
erto.  Really we are fortunate in that money gas such characteristics for human 
decision making, under the market principle (single use).
Hyperbola functions spring up moderation philosophy, theory and practice with 
the negative and positive principle and the prot maximum principle with mini-
mum net investment.  Instantly, dynamic balances hold, negative and positive. 
Repeating, technological progress is independent of preferences and population. 
We are already composed and happy thinking of others.  There is no ghting but 
united body and mind each other, regardless of individuals, systems, organic and 
non-organic.
Let us dream towards diversied culture and civilization with people＇s spiritual 
happiness and towards give-rst and back-last; by country.  Dream realizes peace-
fully soon in the 21st century.
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List of tables, based on KEWT Short series 8.14, 1990–2012, whose original date 
from IFSY, IMF:
Tables 1 to 12 Money neutrality test using 10yrs debt yield and the exchange rate 
by country
Names of countries and area weighted averages by table/page
The above is shown by six tables/pages for two tests for money-neutrality, 
r ryrs DEBT10
*/( )  and e eUS US( ) ( )/ * , where e e r rUS US US( ) ( ) ( )= + −( )* * *  is dened.  The 
same table is also used for the speed years, 1 / *λ , and the valuation ratio, 
v r r g V KY
* * * * * */ /= −( ) = .
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Tables S-1 to S-5 for the speed years by sector (Total, Government, and Private 
sectors)
Ten tables, S-1 to S-5, are shown including the above 36 countries and 9 typical 
countries.  The speed years for convergence are a direct expression of the endog-
enous-equilibrium by year and over years.  The most sustainable countries are 
Norway and Canada, where the speed years satisfy Axiom of a constant capital-
output ratio most easily since Ω Ω Ω= =* 0  holds completely.
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Table 1　Money neutrality test using 10yrs debt yield and the exchange rate by country
Data source: KEWT database 6.12/7.13, 1960/90–2010/11, by 12 countries for four areas. 
Original data, from International Financial Statistics Yearbook, IMF, by year 
(hereunder abbreviated).
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Table 2　Money neutrality test using 10yrs debt yield and the exchange rate by country
Data source: KEWT database 6.12/7.13, 1960/90–2010/11, by 12 countries for four areas.
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Table 3　Money neutrality test using 10yrs debt yield and the exchange rate by country
Data source: KEWT database 6.12/7.13, 1960/90–2010/11, by 12 countries for four areas.
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Table 4　Money neutrality test using 10yrs debt yield and the exchange rate by country
Data source: KEWT database 6.12/7.13, 1960/90–2010/11, by 12 countries for four areas.
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Table 5　Money neutrality test using 10yrs debt yield and the exchange rate by country
Data source: KEWT database, 6.12/7.13, 1960/90–2010/11, by 12 countries for four areas.
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Table 6　Money neutrality test using 10yrs debt yield and the exchange rate by country
Data source: KEWT database, 6.12/7.13, 1960/90–2010/11, and IFS-Taiwan, by 8 countries 
for four areas.
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Table 7　Equilibrium test using the speed years for convergence and the valuation ratio by 
country
Data source: KEWT database, 6.12/7.13, 1960/90–2010/11, by 12 countries for four areas.
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Table 8　Equilibrium test using the speed years for convergence and the valuation ratio by 
country
Data source: KEWT, 6.12/7.13, 1960/90–2010/11, by 12 countries for four areas.
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Table 9　Equilibrium test using the speed years for convergence and the valuation ratio by 
country
Data source: KEWT, 6.12/7.13, 1960/90–2010/11, by 12 countries for four areas.
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Table 10　Equilibrium test using the speed years for convergence and the valuation ratio by 
country
Data source: KEWT database, 6.12/7.13, 1960/90–2010/11, by 12 countries for four areas.
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Table 11　Equilibrium test using the speed years for convergence and the valuation ratio by 
country
Data source: KEWT, 6.12/7.13, 1960/90–2010/11, by 12 countries for four areas.
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Table 12　Equilibrium test using the speed years for convergence and the valuation ratio by 
country
Data source: KEWT database, 6.12/7.13, 1960/90–2010/11, and Taiwan IFS, by 12 countries 
for four areas.
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Table S-1　The speed years by country and by sector (Total, Government, and Private sec-
tors)
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Table S-2　The speed years by country and by sector (Total, Government, and Private sec-
tors)
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Table S-3　The speed years by country and by sector (Total, Government, and Private sec-
tors)
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Table S-4　The speed years by country and by sector (Total, Government, and Private sec-
tors)
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Table S-5　The speed years by country and by sector (Total, Government, and Private sec-
tors)
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